


The Yellowknife International Film Festival 
takes place on Chief  Dyrgeese territory, the 
traditional lands of  the Yellowknives Dene 

First Nation since time immemorial.

We are grateful to live and thrive
on these lands.  
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Hello, my name is Jeremy Emerson and I have been the Festival Director and 
Film/Industry Programmer for the past several years. I am once again very 
proud to offer this year’s film and event lineup to the Yellownkife community, 
filmmakers, and filmlovers.
We are excited to bring you a hybrid festival of online content and in-person 
screenings featuring some of the best in Northern and Circumpolar Independent 
Cinema. Our online content begins on October 28th and runs until November 
11th, which includes 3 feature films and 3 short film programs. 
Our in person programming consists of 10 feature films and 15 short films, 
programs highlighting work by local filmmakers: Kelvin Redvers with opening 
night’s Cold Road, Heather Heinrichs and Sadetlo Scott with Nihtâwikihew / 
ᓂᐦᑖᐃᐧᑭᐦᐁᐤ / she gives birth, Jonathan Antoine’s, Dene on the Land, and Keith 
Robertson’s Wayfarer. Other programming spotlights include Finland’s Lynx Man, 
Montreal ’s Solo, and Aitamaako’tamisskapi Natosi: Before the Sun from 
Blackfoot Territory.
Looking for some workshops and training? We have Acting for Film & TV 
workshops for Youth and Adults over the weekend which offers hands-on 
training and insights with Vancouver-based professional actors and coaches. In 
partnership with the Professional Media Association, the festival is offering a 
case study with Kelvin Redvers for the film Cold Road, producer workshops, 
panels on tips for submitting to festivals and learning more about the programs 
and services offered by the NWT Film Commission.
Grab a Festival 10-Punch Pass and a Workshop Pass and make sure to buy 
your tickets to the Saturday Soirée! Featuring local bands, amazing appetizers, 
and northern creatives!
We sincerely hope you enjoy the festival and 
join us in celebrating Northern Films and 
filmmakers, meet new people and learn 
something new. Many thanks to all of our 
partners and sponsors for their generous 
support! 

See you at the theatre!
Jeremy Emerson
Festival Director

WELCOME TO THE 17TH ANNUAL YELLOWKNIFE
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL!

WELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOME
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Showcasing and celebrating the works of Canadian creators is at the heart of 
what we do at Telefilm. That is why we are proud to partner with the 
Yellowknife International Film Festival, to further boost our support for 
Canadian creatives at home and around the world.

In this ever-evolving cultural landscape, festivals continue to play an important 
role in the screen-based industry, growing the talent pool, as well as allowing 
audiences to celebrate and connect with distinctive Canadian films and the 
talent behind them.

We encourage you to keep supporting 
Canadian talent in theatres and on 
digital platforms!

Julie Roy 
Executive Director and CEO
Telefilm Canada

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND 
CEO, TELEFILM CANADA

WELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOME
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It is with great excitement that we call “action!” on the 17th Annual Yellowknife 
International Film Festival. It is once again time for Northern talent to stand 
side by side with exceptional global films.

The Yellowknife International Film Festival continues to serve as a pivotal 
platform, offering a well-deserved tribute to the tireless commitment of our film 
and media community and acknowledging their profound impact on the north. 
Furthermore, it remains a crucial juncture for budding content creators to gain 
invaluable exposure to international media through immersive professional 
development workshops and meaningful interactions with esteemed industry 
figures.

The Government of the Northwest Territories is proud to support the Yellowknife 
International Film Festival, Western Arctic Moving Pictures, and the NWT 
Professional Media Association, as they continue their quest of shaping the 
narratives that reflect our people and landscapes.

As we direct our attention to the accomplishments of the film and media 
community over the last year, let us share a huge congratulations to everyone 
who helped build and share these stories 
to northerners, and to the world.

Pamela Strand
Deputy Minister
Department of Inudstry, Tourism and 
Investment
Government of Northwest Territories

MESSAGE FROM THE DEPUTY MINISTER
INDUSTRY, TOURISM AND INVESTMENT

GOVERNMENT OF NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

WELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOME
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VR VR EXHIBITEXHIBIT

Niitsitapi writer and director Ahnahktsipiitaa (Colin Van Loon) takes us beyond 
the veil of traditional media and transports us directly into another realm, where 
past, present and future are one; where colonial rules and assumptions are for-
gotten; and where we can finally get to the truth of the matter.

In this stunning, cinematic VR experience, we’re invited to watch as the narrative 
unfolds all around us, on a dream-like plane of existence where spirits and time 
flow and merge, and stories come to life and dance before our eyes. Inside this 
immersive virtual world, two Indigenous trickster poets in mirrored red suits and 
long braids guide us on a journey, in which community protocols confront our 
notions of personal responsibility. The pair’s sharp wit and caustic humour will 
be familiar to anyone who has spent time in First Nation communities, and their 
comradery keeps us at ease as we explore some of the darker sides of living 
life in Canada while Indigenous. 

Matriarchs and Inii (buffalo) rule this virtual realm. They pull no punches, yet 
they lead us with kindness, bringing us face-to-face with some of the grim reali-
ties Indigenous Peoples have experienced. We explore the stories of two Indig-
enous men wounded by the colonial tradition of systemic racism. These stories 
disrupt the status quo, laying bare the benign cruelty of colonial oppression, and 
dare to ask, “Now that you know, just what are you going to do about it?”

This unforgettable experience will stay with you long after it’s over. Challenging 
us to act on what we’ve learned, THIS IS NOT A CEREMONY calls on all who’ve 
watched to bear witness and share what they’ve seen and heard, to learn from 
these tragedies—and to never forget.

THIS IS NOT A CEREMONY  |  OCT 17 - NOV 5
VIRTUAL REALITY / 360 VIDEO | AHNAHKTSIPIITAA (COLIN VAN LOON)
20 MINUTES | 10-6 DAILY | YELLOWKNIFE VISITOR’S CENTRE

VR EXHIBITVR EXHIBIT
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YKIFF’s Live Table Read is back and will take place on 
October 27, 2023 at the Elk’s Lodge kicking off 
festivities for the 17h annual Yellowknife International 
Film Festival.

LIVE TABLE READ  |  OCT 27
6:30-8PM | DOORS AT 6 | ELKS LODGE

HALLOWEEN SHORTS  |  OCT 28
90 MINUTES | 9:30PM | CAPITOL THEATRE

PRE-FESTIVALPRE-FESTIVAL
EVENTSEVENTS

PRE-FESTIVALPRE-FESTIVAL
EVENTSEVENTS



Lights! 
Camera! 
Action!

spectacularnwt.com
#spectacularnwt

YELLOWKNIFE AURORA  PAUL ZIZKA / NWTT

Step outside and enjoy nightly 
showings on the biggest screen!

17970 NWTT YKIFF Ad (5.5x4.25in) 23Oct23  PRINT
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IN PERSONIN PERSON
PROGRAMPROGRAM

IN PERSONIN PERSON
PROGRAMPROGRAM
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COLD ROAD
IN PROCESS SCREENING
CANADA, 2023 | 99 MINUTES | KELVIN REDVERS
7PM & 9PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
An Indigenous woman and her dog are driving home to 
her remote First Nation, in the middle of nowhere, on a 
snowy quiet highway, while a stranger in a semi-truck 
hunts her.

7PM screening with cast and crew in attendance. Q&A 
following the film. 
9PM screening with closed capitoning.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 1
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LYNX MAN
FINLAND, 2023 | 80 MINUTES | JUHA SUONPÄÄ 
9PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
A Finnish equivalent of Werner Herzog’s Grizzly Man, Hannu 
has a love and connection to nature that surpasses most. 
It is the rare lynx in particular that has bitten into Hannu’s 
heart – so much so that he actually claims to be able to 
speak its language. So when a dead lynx turns up in his 
forest, he dons an animal mask, crawls down on all fours 
and sniffs out the mystery through the mire and thicket. 
With hauntingly beautiful footage captured by hidden 
cameras throughout the forest, ‘Lynx Man’ paints a 
colourful and vivid twilight picture of the natural world 
around us – and of man’s impact on it. For no matter what 
Hannu does to live in harmony with the animals, he cannot 
hide from belonging himself to the species that is the lynx’s 
worst enemy. It makes sense that most of Juha Suonpää’s 
atmospheric film takes place in the twilight between dream 
and reality. Here, the vast forests come alive in Hannu’s 
hypnotic Night Vision footage of the nocturnal life of the 
lynx.

FRYBREAD FACE & ME
USA, 2023 | 83 MINUTES | BILLY LUTHER 
7PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
Two adolescent Navajo cousins from different worlds bond 
during a summer herding sheep on their grandmother’s 
ranch in Arizona while learning more about their family’s 
past and themselves.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 2



Sponsored by the Association 
Franco-Culturelle de Yellowknife
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SOLO
CANADA, 2023 | 102 MINUTES | SOPHIE DUPUIS 
9PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
Follows Simon, who must deal with the disappointment of 
two impossible loves: a passionate but destructive crush 
on Oliver and a distant and cold relationship with his 
mother Claire, who has just moved back in after a 15-year 
absence.

AITAMAAKO’TAMISSKAPI NATOSI: 
BEFORE THE SUN
CANADA, 2023 | 89 MINUTES | BANCHI HANUSE 
7PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
An intimate and thrilling portrait of a young Siksika woman 
and the deep bonds between her father and family in the 
golden plains of Blackfoot Territory as she prepares for 
one of the most dangerous horse races in the world… 
bareback.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 3
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OUTDOOR SHORTS
75 MINUTES | 4PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
A collection of outdoor films that focuses on adventurers, explorers and 
guides and what drives them to such extremes.

CANADIAN SHORTS
90 MINUTES| 2PM | CAPITOL THEATRE 
A collection of short films that explore grief, loss, sacrifice, and belonging.

Sponsored by the NWT Recreation and Parks Asso-
ciation.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 4
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NORTH OF NORMAL
CANADA, 2022 | 90 MINUTES | CARLY STONE 
7PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
After being raised in the wilderness, a teenage girl moves 
to the city hoping for a normal life with her anything but 
normal mother.

ALL THE WRONG INGREDIENTS
USA, 2023 | 87 MINUTES | NICHOLAS LIVANOS 
9PM | CAPITOL THEATRE  
Crush the competition or get banished to a Burger King! A 
driven young chef reluctantly partners with his out-of-
control imaginary friend to make a genius dessert. It’s a 
test kitchen opportunity like no other. Win, and you’re an 
instant A-lister. We’re talking: your own restaurant, 
cookbooks, TV deals. Lose, and you’re blacklisted from the 
world of fine food forever. Goodbye dreams. So chef Ben 
throws his ambition into overdrive. But with a singular 
focus, what happens to the rest of his life?

Sponsored by Folk on the Rocks.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 4
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NORTHERN SHORTS
81 MINUTES | 4PM
Indigenous perspectives on community, culture, health, and land.
Directors in attendance. 

JACQUES
CANADA, 2023 | 90 MINUTES | LYSANDRE LEDUC-
BOUDREAU
2PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
For over forty years, Jacques Duhoux, expedition pioneer in 
northern Quebec, has lived alone in the Uapishka (Groulx) 
Mountains. Now at 85 years old, he continues to live off 
the grid, despite the inevitable decline that comes with age. 
A tribute to a true monument of northern exploration, 
Jacques exposes the delicate balance between nature, 
aging and the search for freedom.
Director in attendance.

Sponsored by Sundog Trading Post.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 5

Sponsored by Dene Nahjo



A troglodyte’s 

companion to 

surviving the 

Anthropocene

Self portrait by Caveman Bill

The Ballad of

Caveman Bill

A JACKLEG FILMS DOCUMENTARY BY DAVID CURTIS  |  FEATURING CAVEMAN BILL DONALDSON  |  PRODUCERS ANDREW CONNORS AND DAVID CURTIS  
EDITORS DAVID CURTIS, GRAHAM WITHERS, ANNIE KIERANS  |  MUSIC RYAN MCNALLY  |  SOUND MIX AND DESIGN JORDY WALKER  |  COLOURIST DAVID TOMIAK

JACKLEGFILMS.COM  |  PRODUCED WITH PARTICIPATION FROM LODESTAR PRODUCTIONS, CANADA MEDIA FUND, YUKON MEDIA DEVELOPMENT AND NORTHWESTEL COMMUNITY TELEVISION

19
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THE BALLAD OF CAVEMAN BILL 
& MUNICIPAL RELAXATION MODULE
CANADA, 2023 | 59 MINUTES | DAVID CURTIS
9PM | CAPITOL THEATRE
Following short film, Municipal Relaxation Module, The 
Ballad of Caveman Bill is a humorous portrait of one 
caveman’s resiliency, adaptability and sustainability 
confronting the climate crisis on the sub-arctic riverbank 
he calls home. Part poetic social commentary and part 
ironic post apocalyptic DIY manual, Caveman Bill ’s story is 
a rumination on our complex relationship with the planet 
that reveals a path we should deeply consider if we are to 
heal our connection to nature.
Producer in attendance.

HEY VIKTOR!
CANADA, 2023 | 102 MINUTES | CODY LIGHTNING 
7PM | CAPITOL THEATRE

Twenty-five long years after his time in the limelight, former 
child actor Cody Lightning tries to revive his fortunes with 
a self-produced sequel to Smoke Signals in this smart, 
irreverent new comedy.

IN PERSON PROGRAMIN PERSON PROGRAM
NOV 5
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MY ALASKAN JOURNEY 
UNITED STATES, 2023 | 61 MINUTES 
JACK JOHNSTON & ERIN RANNEY
In My Alaskan Journey, wildlife camerawoman Erin Ranney 
explores four unique areas of Alaska’s coast, revealing 
stunning landscapes and iconic wildlife along the way. 
Guided by Alaska’s history, her family’s stories, and her 
own memories, Erin’s journey weaves the past with the 
present, and paints a hopeful future for the land and 
wildlife of coastal Alaska.

TAUTUKTAVUK (WHAT WE SEE)
CANADA, 2023 | 82 MINUTES  
CAROL KUNNUK & LUCY TULUGARJUK
Blurring the line between narrative and non-fiction, after a 
traumatic event, Uyarak and her eldest sister Saqpinak 
embark on a difficult, personal healing journey about the 
importance of community, culture, and family.

WAAPAKE (TOMORROW)
CANADA, 2023 | 80 MINUTES  
DR JULES ARITA KOOSTACHIN
For generations, the suffering of residential school 
Survivors has radiated outward, impacting Indigenous 
families and communities. Dr. Jules Arita Koostachin’s 
deeply personal documentary WaaPaKe (Tomorrow) moves 
beyond intergenerational trauma, with an invitation to 
unravel the tangled threads of silence and unite in 
collective freedom and power.

21
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VIRTUAL PROGRAM
OCT 28 - NOV 11
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CANADA SHORT DOCS + REALITY
105 MINUTES 
Themes of reconnecting with the people in your life and self-refection, through 
outdoor appreciation and adventures.

INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
93 MINUTES
A slice of life stories from around the world.v

VIRTUAL PROGRAM
OCT 27 - NOV 5
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OMG SHORTS
100 MINUTES
Modern stories that are hard to believe. Some fact some fiction.

VIRTUAL PROGRAM
OCT 27 - NOV 5



Celebrating
Northern
Excellence.
We proudly support the 
Yellowknife International 
Film Festival, whose work 
has contributed to 
furthering diversity and 
innovation in filmmaking.
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SUBMITTING TO FILM 
FESTIVALS: THINGS FOR 
FILMMAKERS TO CONSIDER 
WITH ANDREW CONNORS

NOV 4 | 12-12:50 | QUALITY INN & SUITES 
YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM
Discussion with Available Light Film Festival Artistic 
Director Andrew Connors How YFS does their 

programming and outreach from the perspective of a festival. Have you asked 
yourself, which festivals would be a good fit for my film? Have you researched 
their past programs? Learn how to reach out to festivals and connect with 
audiences.

PRODUCING: BUILDING YOUR 
INITIAL BUDGET AND SETTING 
UP CONTRACTS FOR CHAIN OF 
TITLE 
WITH SCOTT LEPP

NOV 4 | 10-12 | QUALITY INN & SUITES 
YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM
This workshop will walk participants through doing 
a breakdown of your production to create a 
realistic and useful budget for going into 
development and eventually going to camera. 

Additionally it will cover setting up your chain of Title and which contract 
you need to have in place to ensure when the time comes you can monetize 
your film or TV show.

Scott Lepp has more than 200 episodes of network television experience. He 
was most recently the Producer of APTN’s hit series TRIBAL and is Executive 
Producer of three feature films currently in production in 2023; HAILEY 
ROSE, COLD ROAD and FAULTLINE. Scott was previously Associate Producer 
and Digital Producer for CBC’s HEARTLAND and served on the board of 
directors for the Alberta Motion Picture Industry Association (AMPIA). He 

WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4
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NWT FILM COMMISSION 
INFO SESSION
WITH NANCY SHAW 
AND CAMILLA MACEACHERN

NOV 4 | 2-3PM | QUALITY INN & 
SUITES YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM

CASE STUDY: COLD ROAD
WITH KELVIN REDVERS (COLD ROAD)

NOV 4 | 1-1:50PM | QUALITY INN & SUITES 
YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM
Learn about what it was like to shoot in the south 
slave region of the Northwest Territories on the 
recent film Cold Road. In conversation with Writer/
Director/ Producer Kelvin Redvers as he explores 
his experience and lessons learned from the 
production, on the road and working as an 
interprovincial co-production. Cast in Attendance : 

Roseanne Supernault, Taylor Kinequon.

Kelvin Redvers is a multiple award-winning Aboriginal filmmaker and actor. Born 
and raised in the small town of Hay River, Northwest Territories, Canada, at 
the age of 15 he started a video production company called Crosscurrent 
Productions.
His first step into the world of major film festivals was with his narrative short 
film, The Dancing Cop, which had its world premiere at the Toronto International 
Film Festival, and a subsequent international premiere at the Oldenburg 
International Film Festival.

In television, Redvers created the concept for the documentary series “High 
Arctic Haulers”, airing on CBC primetime television September 2019, while also 
acting as a Consulting Producer and Director on the show. Around the time 
that show was being developed, he also co-created the We Matter Campaign 
with his sister Tunchai - a national multi-media and social media campaign that 
supports Indigenous youth with issues around mental health. We Matter has 
tens of thousands of followers, and millions of views online.

WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4
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WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4

SATURDAY SOIRÉE 
NOV 4 | 9-1AM | JOINT TASK FORCE NORTH
Come celebrate the 17th annual Yellowknife International Film Festival at the 
first ever Saturday Soiree! A night of dancing with live bands, drinking and 
eating with local and out-of-town guests.



WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4
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Matt Kennedy is a classically trained actor and 
co-founder of Young Moviemakers, an award 
winning film production andt acting training 
program for youth based out of Vancouver. He 
has been working as a theatre and film acting 
coach for over a decade with students working 
on projects for Netflix, Disney, Hallmark, NBC 
and much more.

ACTING FOR FILM & TELEVISION
YOUTH AND ADULT 
WITH MATT KENNEDY & EVA BOURNE
NOV 4-5 | 10-3:30

ADULT WORKSHOP
COLLECTIVE SOUL SPACE

This exciting and immersive weekend on-camera acting class aims to provide a 
comprehensive introduction to on-camera acting techniques, culminating in a 
one-hour talk-back session for all participants to gain insights into getting an 
agent and booking work as a professional actor.
On-Camera Skills: To equip participants with essential on-camera acting 
techniques, including script analysis, auditioning, and performing for the camera.
Confidence Building: To boost self-confidence in front of the camera and develop 
effective communication skills.
Professional Insights: To provide participants with a glimpse into the professional 
acting industry including auditions and slating, building a resume and finding an 
agent.

A Q&A session with industry professionals will provide insights into finding an 
agent, getting headshots, producing demo reels, booking work and what to expect 
working as an actor working on a professional film set.

Register by first emailing: jeremy@wamp.ca, then purchasing a Workshop Pass



WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4
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YOUTH WORKSHOP (FREE)
PRINCE OF WALES NORTHERN HERITAGE CENTRE AUDITORIUM

Day 1: Mastering On-Camera Acting
Morning (10:00 AM - 12:00 PM): Introduction to On-Camera Acting
Lunch Break (12:00 PM - 12:30 PM)
Afternoon (12:30 PM - 2:30 PM): Script Analysis and The Audition Process

Day 2: Behind the Scenes and Talk-Back Session
Morning (10:00 AM - 12:00 PM): The Audition Process
Lunch Break (12:00 PM - 12:30 PM)
Afternoon (12:30 PM - 2:30 PM): Final Scene Performance and Feedback 
One-Hour Talk-Back Session (2:30 PM - 3:30 PM)

To register for the free Youth workshop email jeremy@wamp.ca 

Eva Bourne has been acting in the film and 
television industry for over a decade with recurring 
and series regular roles on ABC’s “Once Upon A 
Time” and Hallmark Channel’s “When Call The 
Heart.” She has trained with acclaimed acting 
coaches like Andrew McIlroy, Deb Podowski, 
Michelle Allen and recently has been studying with 
the widely praised American acting coach Margie 
Haber. Recent work includes her recurring role on 
the Netflix mini series “Devil in Ohio” and a leading 
role in Hallmark’s “Make Me A Match.” 
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MAKING DOCUMENTARIES 
ABOUT PERSONAL STORIES
WITH SUZANNE CROCKER

NOV 5 | 1-2 | QUALITY INN & SUITES 
YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM

Learn from award winning documentary filmmaker Suzanne Crocker how to 
structure documentaries around very personal stories. How to put your 
friends and family on screen and remain a critical observer.
Suzanne Crocker is a Canadian documentary filmmaker from Dawson City, 
Yukon. She is most noted for her films All the Time in the World (2014), 
which won the award for Most Popular Canadian Documentary at the 2014 
Vancouver International Film Festival, and First We Eat, which was one of the 
winners of the Audience Award at the 2020 Hot Docs Canadian International 
Documentary Festival.

PRODUCTION MANAGERS, 
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTIONS 
AND PRODUCING SHORT FORM 
CONTENT
WITH JESSICA JENNINGS

NOV 5 | 11-1 | QUALITY INN & SUITES 
YELLOWKNIFE MEETING ROOM

Why is a Unit Production Manager so crucial, how do they keep a production 
on schedule and on Budget? Learn what’s different about producing short form 
content and what does a line producer do? What does it mean to be a 
sustainable production? Learn about these questions and more.

Jessica Jennings is a producer/PM with passion on a mission to capture 
hearts, transform minds and change the world around her – one story at a 
time. With 16+ years of experience working in the screen based industry, she 
has honed her creative and business skills towards the development and 
production of original content for the domestic and International market. 
Versed in scripted, lifestyle and factual production, Jessica is highly versatile, 
tenacious and a strong leader. Producer of CBC Gem and Crave shows, ‘ Hey 
Lady’ and ‘ Nesting’.

WORKSHOPS + EVENTSWORKSHOPS + EVENTS
NOV 4



The Yellowknife International Film Festival is proud to offer 4 audience choice 
awards, and 4 cash awards to eligible and participating filmmakers in this year’s 
festival! 

The Yellowknife International Film Festival supports Audience Choice Awards for: 
 • Feature Documentary
 • Feature Narrative
 • Short Documentary 
 • Short Narrative

Audience Choice Awards are voted by the YKIFF audience members when exiting 
the theatre. All eligible films will be scored out of 5 for: loved it, and 1 for: meh. 

Warner Bros. Discovery Access Canada supports cash awards for Indigenous and 
women-identify filmmakers for: 
 • Feature Documentary
 • Feature Narrative
 • Short Documentary 
 • Short Narrative

The Warner Bros. Discovery Access Canada cash awards are administered by a 
diverse jury consisting of local professionals, peers, and contemporaries within the 
filmmaking industry.

AWARDSAWARDSAWARDSAWARDS
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SPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKS
WAMP BOARD OF 

DIRECTORS
Alexandre Beaudin

Korry Garvey
Maia Lepage 

Taylor Shephard
Vincent St. Denis

SELECTIONS 
COMMITTEE

Shenaia Bourne Shields 
Kayla Cooper 
Valerie Garcon 
Maia Lepage 

Rose Line Verret 
Lyrizz Malbataan 

Alexandra Lynn Napier 
Marion Perrin  
Antje Rilk 

Taylor Shephard 
Keelen Simpson 

Thank you to our tireless staff, dedicated volunteers, 
and hungry audience members who make the annual 

Yellowknife International Film Festival possible. 

Through your unending support, we are able to bring the 
power of  cinema to life to inspire, challenge and move you.

THANK YOU THANK YOU 
TO OUR TO OUR 

FUNDERSFUNDERS

THANK YOU THANK YOU 
TO OUR TO OUR 

FUNDERSFUNDERS
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SPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKSSPECIAL THANKS
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THANK YOU THANK YOU 
TO OUR TO OUR 

SPONSORSSPONSORS

THANK YOU THANK YOU 
TO OUR TO OUR 

SPONSORSSPONSORS




